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Chairman’s
Introduction
It seems that, with each year, the focus on gymnastics in Scotland
increases. Following the 2014 Commonwealth Games, Scotland
welcomed the World Championships to Glasgow last October.
This presented an opportunity for our sport to
be celebrated in a truly exceptional showcase of
the world’s best gymnastic talent, who delivered
performances of the highest standard.
With qualification for the Rio Olympics on
offer to successful teams and individuals, the
Championships did not disappoint in any way.
Ground-breaking success for Great Britain made
sure home advantage was rewarded, inspiring
the next generation of young gymnasts to imitate
their idols. Congratulations to all involved in the
planning, development and delivery of the event.
It was a truly wonderful spectacle which will live
long in our memory.
Following hard on the heels of the World
Championships was an event which was
very much a highlight of the last year. The reintroduction of our Annual Awards, combined with
our 125th Anniversary Dinner, was a truly inspiring
evening. We were able to celebrate achievements
both recent and in the distant past, and those at
the start of their journey were able to hear from
those who are much further along the path.
Recognition of achievement is not something we
should ever undervalue and we have many who
have made significant contributions to shaping
our sport, its culture and values and I am sure the
Annual Awards will become one of the key events
on our calendar in years to come.
Reflecting on our achievements brings me
back to reviewing our own progress over the
last four years. Being close to the process, it
is sometimes difficult to take a bird’s eye view
and remainimpartial and it is natural in such
circumstances to be self-critical and understate
what has been achieved. That said, I am confident
we now have the necessary building blocks in
place to move the sport forward and make a real
impact. A strong governance structure has been
established, a sound financial position is emerging
and the membership continues to grow at an
increasing rate year on year.

Looking back to the start of the process, the
development of our new strategy was one of
the main focal points of our activity. Through
consultation, a new long-term vision was
established where it was agreed that we would
aspire to world-class standards in everything we
do. Scottish Gymnastics is now ideally placed to
support the delivery of these ambitious plans.
At the end of the first year of implementing our
strategic plan, we are well ahead on projections
for membership forecasts and financial targets.
This is due to the significant growth steps our
clubs have made. We now have many clubs
working to formal business plans and many more
looking to take advantage of the range of new
support measures which have been launched or
will be made available over the coming months.
Scottish Gymnastics’ commitment to working with
and listening to our members will also be reinforced
later this year with the launch of our new board
advisory groups, which we hope to have up and
running in the Autumn. The objective is to improve
the board’s interaction and engagement with
members and to fully utilise the vast experience
and expertise which exists within our sport, to
shape the future implementation plans.
In addition, in order to re-affirm our long-term
vision and provide a reference framework related
to our approach to implementation, a range of
consultation events will take place later this year.
As we move forward, our working environment
continues to evolve and change. This results in
an altered context for our decision making as our
view of the future may be different today than
the one we envisioned three years ago. It is vitally
important we keep our vision and destination at
the forefront of our work to meet the evolving
needs of our members, with frequent small
adjustments to course always easier to implement
than major changes of direction.
Scott Harper
Chairman
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CEO’s Report
2015 – The first year of the new twelve-year
strategic plan and vision with the aim of
empowering clubs to achieve their goals.
The strategic approach places clubs and members
at the centre with the aim of supporting clubs
to be the best they can be; providing accessible
programmes for coaches, officials and volunteers
and to inspire and nurture emerging talent.
In delivering these strategic objectives we
announced changes to the staffing and technical
panel structure to meet the needs of the
membership; a membership that has grown
significantly over this last year to more than 20,000.
The team of Club Business and Development
managers has developed and introduced a number
of opportunities and programmes in supporting
clubs to be the best they can be and meet their
own ambitions. Support has been offered and taken
making use of the expertise within the organisation
to improve club structures and systems, legal status
and governance. Starting in Inverness we have
launched a series of ‘Drop in Clinics’ for clubs to
seek advice and raise concerns. We introduced a
‘Club Leaders Forum’ to strengthen the network of
leaders shaping the sport for the future. We now
have the expertise within the organisation to better
meet the individual needs of clubs by providing
business planning and facility development support
and advice. Additionally we have been able to offer
expertise in the form of the Roberts Partnership
providing a series of workshops under the theme
of ‘Enhancing your Club’; plus via BDO accountants
and business advisors to provide employment tax
workshops and helpline.
The introduction of a Workforce Development
Manager to the team has provided an increased
focus in providing accessible support programmes
for coaches and officials. With the support of
Active Advantage and SSE, coach mentoring
workshops have been introduced to accelerate
coach development. The strengthening relationship
with British Gymnastics has enhanced the
formal education offering, with the introduction
of e-learning and a Level 3 Generic module. To
complement the work of the Technical Panels in
developing coaches and judges a Future Workforce
Programme has been introduced; online CPD has
been launched, and with the support of Edinburgh
Napier University, a Post Graduate Diploma has
been developed.

With the aim of expanding our talent pool and
developing Scottish gymnasts to British and World
Performance levels, a new approach to developing
performance gymnasts has been introduced. This
provides a better alignment between Scottish and
British approaches and is focussed on developing
hard work, continuous improvement and an
emphasis on coach development. In addition to
the new programmes we have been able to gain
additional support from sportscotland through the
Coaching Futures initiative and Sports Coach UK
Aspire programme to further develop coaches to
support performance sport.
The profile of gymnastics continues to grow and
for many inside and outside of the sport the World
Artistic Championships was a highlight of the year.
It’s important to note and thank the large number
of Scottish judges, volunteers and clubs who
contributed to the success of the event. The profile
of the sport continues to grow helped along by a
number of notable international successes across
many disciplines and captured in the International
Profile section of the report. In its final year
in Irvine, Gymfest had more participants and
spectators than ever before.
Fitness Scotland has been part of the organisation
for a number of years. In the interests of allowing
Fitness Scotland to grow and raise its own unique
profile it detached itself from Scottish Gymnastics
to set up as its own independent company.
The Annual Awards were re-introduced this year
to recognise the achievements, commitment and
dedication in our sport. There will always be many
more who go unrecognised.
I’d like to finish by saying thank you to the
Technical Panels, clubs, members, volunteers,
coaches and helpers for all the hard work,
energy and commitment that goes into making
gymnastics a great sport. Lastly a particular thank
you to our supporters and partners, sportscotland,
Commonwealth Games Scotland and each of our
sponsors who make a significant contribution to
the development of gymnastics in Scotland.
Euan Lowe
CEO

Performance
Gymnastics
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International
Profile
It has been another busy year
for Scottish gymnasts on the
international stage with some
outstanding results across our
performance disciplines.
March was a busy and successful month with
Scotland retaining the Acrobatic Celtic Cup for the
fourth consecutive year in Limerick, Ireland and the
British Artistic Championships at the Liverpool Echo
Arena with a number of Scottish gymnasts making
podium.
In the senior category Daniel Purvis and Frank
Baines on the back of the Commonwealth
campaign performed exceptionally and, in the allaround competition clinched the gold and silver
respectively. In the Junior category Largs gymnast
Louise McColgan had a superb competition
demonstrating to her GB Junior Squad team mates
that she’s one to watch. Louise walked away with a
silver in floor final and bronze in the beam final. City
of Glasgow’s Kelvin Cham also performed well in the
U18 category and, after securing the bronze medal
on the floor in his age group, progressed through to
the Masters final.
In April 2015 the European Artistic Championships
took place in Montpellier, France. Following a
successful British, Daniel Purvis produced strong
performances, demonstrating coolness under
pressure with no major errors and highlights on
floor and parallel bars. Daniel once again positioned
himself as one of the World’s best gymnasts coming
away with the AA bronze.
On the 25th April, a full delegation of gymnasts
travelled to Cardiff to represent Scotland in
the Artistic Celtic Cup. This is a great pathway
competition which provides our minor and junior
age gymnasts with their first representative
opportunity for Scotland. Again, Scottish gymnasts
performed well against strong competition from the
other Celtic Nations. The minor boys team brought
the gold team medal home, with the junior boys,
minor girls and junior girls teams all came home
with team silver. Kelvin Cham, in his last Celtic Cup

competition, performed brilliantly producing a
performance worthy of the silver in the allaround competition.
Louise McColgan remained part of the GBR
Junior European Squad throughout 2015-16
and, due to her strong British performance the
month before, was selected to represent GB in
a 4-International on the 25th April in France.
Scotland’s success on the World stage
continued with trampolinist Pamela Clark
having another successful year as a senior.
Pamela continues her road to Rio journey after
producing a sound performance at the World
Cup in Russia in June. She performed strongly
and came 4th, only 0.173 behind the Chinese
and Russian gymnasts.
The Sainsbury’s UK School Games remains an
important performance development event
in our representative calendar, providing
gymnasts an excellent opportunity to compete
against some of the UK’s best young and
emerging talent. The team travelled to Bolton in
September, and on the first day of competition,
Scotland’s Women’s team of Laura-Jane Core,
Anna Gibson, Louise McColgan, Sofia Ramzan
and Isla Warr won team bronze, whilst the Men’s
team of Kelvin Cham, Pavel Karnejenko, Joshua
Lincoln, Rory Smith, Stephen Tonge and David
Weir claimed team silver behind England.
The second day of competition saw Pavel
Karnejenko (City of Glasgow) make his way
into four apparatus finals and he went on to
secure a podium finish in two (PB & Rings), his
stand out performance coming on parallel bars.
A total of three bronze medals were won by
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silver. Daniel looked confident, calm and cool
throughout the days of qualifications and team
events, and made floor and the AA final.
November brought further International
representation for Trampolining at the World
Championships in Denmark. As part of the GBR
delegation, Pamela Clark was again selected
for the senior women’s section in Trampolining.
Remaining cool under pressure, the City of
Liverpool trampolinist qualified for the semifinal in 6th out of 79 competitors, performing
her voluntary routine with the highest difficulty
tariff of the entire field. Although the final was
disappointing for Pamela; Team GBR finished in
5th position.

Scottish gymnasts. In the Women’s event, Anna
Gibson maintained her form on beam, and club
teammate Stephen Tonge took the joint bronze
on pommel horse.
Louise McColgan’s second GBR cap came in
October 2015 in the Rushmoor Rosebowl. After
an exciting year for Louise, she performed
strongly in the AA, scoring 51.650, progressing to
apparatus finals for beam and floor and placing
3rd in the AA competition.
After a break in attendance in 2014 for the
Women, a delegation of 5 Scottish gymnasts
travelled to Limerick to participate in the 2015
Northern European Championships. Being
used as a selection event by many countries
for the Worlds Gymnastics Championships
5 weeks later, it was a fantastic benchmark
event for a number of our gymnasts. The
gymnasts a demonstrated strong team spirit and
performance behaviours that will support them
on their continued journeys. Shannon Archer
produced superb vaults on day 1 of competition
moving into the apparatus final, whilst Louise
McColgan made two finals and as a junior came
2nd in the senior competition.
Glasgow took centre stage again in October and
November, this time hosting the World Artistic
Gymnastics Championships at the Hydro Arena.
Following a historic and spectacular show
for GB gymnasts in the 2014 Commonwealth
Games, Daniel Purvis was part of Team GB and
played a significant part in GBR’s historic team

Hot on the heels of the senior championships
were the World Age Group Championships
commencing on the 3rd December. Scottish
representation came with Ciara Donlevy and
Caitlin O’Brien (City of Edinburgh TC) being
selected to represent GBR in the 17-18yrs DMT
event, supported by their coach Lauren Jeffrey
with Bruce Craig selected as Judge. In Caitlin’s
second WAGC she placed 9th, with Ciara’s debut
finishing in 13th.
Our final representative event for 15/16 was
Cups de Arques in France. A small delegation
travelled to the French countryside producing
some fantastic results and providing Scotland
debuts for two of the gymnasts. In the Women’s
category the two Largs gymnasts, Louise
McColgan and Kacey Morrison secured silver
medals in the all-around competition in the
Junior and Minor age group competitions
respectively. In day two of competition, Kacey
Morrison and Anna Hollins produced solid
performances in the Youth Vault final finishing
2nd and 3rd respectively.

PERFORMANCE GYMNASTICS
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Performance
Programmes
In 2015, Scottish Gymnastics launched our new approach to performance
across all gymnastics disciplines. The National Performance Programme
and Performance Pathway Programme have been designed with an
emphasis on better aligning Scottish and British Programmes, developing
a culture of hard work, continuous improvement and a focus of coach
development, by ensuring we have World Class technical leadership for
each of our programmes across each discipline.

Performance Pathway Programme (PPP)
The PPP has been shaped to strengthen the
performance development of our coaches and
gymnasts on the competition pathway and
in their training group with an aim to better
support coaches and their gymnasts’ progress
within the elite pathway for their discipline. The
SG performance team is working hard with the
Technical Panels to design and implement this
programme, which has a clear focus on increasing
the number of gymnasts with the potential to
enter the British system through age group
squads and representative programmes.

Men’s Artistic
The programme launched in July 2015, delivering
a series of training camps led by Scott Hann and
his team of experts at South Essex Gymnastics
Club; home of Olympian and World Gold
medallist, Max Whitlock. A selected group of
gymnasts and coaches, identified through the
Grades competition system, attended the camps
where the ethos of hard work and ongoing
improvement was required. 18 gymnasts and 9
coaches have been involved in the programme
so far and there have been demonstrable
improvements seen in gymnasts since the
programme started.
One of the coaches who attended the
programme said:

“

The camps have helped me reflect
on my coaching and how I prepare
and plan for my gymnasts. The things I
have learned I can pass on to coaches
and gymnasts so Scotland can
continue to move forward.

”

Barry Collie, BG National Coach, also delivered
two coaching clinics in the Spring and Autumn
of 2015 focussing on the development of young
gymnasts and his experience of maximising
the performance of athletes. His presentations
were thought provoking and engaging for our
coaches who attended, and included practical
gym delivery to share technical and nontechnical coaching points.
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Women’s Artistic

Trampolining

In partnership with the WAG Technical Panel, a
high-quality programme led by experts including
Rochelle Douglas, David-Roy Wood and Adam
Folwell was launched for our women’s pathway.
The inclusion of Adam is an example of the support
British Gymnastics have given to help establish
Scotland’s pathway programme. Over the year
there were 100 coach attendances and 89 gymnast
attendances to the camps and clinics, with many
of the above being recurring visitors. There has
been high praise for the content and learning
environment created for these camps and clinics.

The PPP for Trampolining has been shaping up
over the last couple of months with a launch
date for the 16-17 year. Scottish Gymnastics is
excited to have Paul Greaves as our Technical
lead for the programme. The programme
targets NDP Levels 6, 7 & 8 plus FIG U14’s.

Following the final coach clinic of the 2015-16
year one coach said:

“Going through the deductions and

the best way to use the bonuses and
deductions in your favour was good.
Rochelle explained how to construct
routines / performance skills that will
help gymnasts with problem areas to
still be successful when performing
their routine.

”

Acrobatics
In partnership with the Technical Panel,
the Acrobatic PPP will launch in June 2016
with Technical expert Ian Said driving the
programme. This programme will target
partnerships in NPD Grades 3 – 6.

PERFORMANCE GYMNASTICS
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National Pathway Programme (NPP)
Acrobatics

Women’s Artistic

With the input of BG National Coach, Toshko
Pavlov, a new National Performance Programme
was introduced with the aim of providing
targeted Long Term Athlete Development. This
programme supports FIG partnerships who are
competing at British Gymnastics (BG) events, and
working towards BG selection events. The NPP
included support for the coaches of the identified
partnerships as well as training camps aimed at
development of the partnership. A cohort of 14
gymnasts and 12 coaches took part in the first
NPP camp and clinic in November 2015.

Under Claire Starkey’s expert leadership, the
Women’s NPP has been running since January
2015. With the support of choreographer Daniela
Nanova, gymnasts and their personal coaches
have enhanced their technical development and
performance preparation.

Men’s Artistic
Following a review of the Men’s Artistic National
Squad, which led into the Commonwealth Games
2014, Scottish Gymnastics appointed Paul Hall
MBE to lead our NPP. The programme launched
in August 2015 in Huntingdon, supported 6
selected gymnasts and personal coaches. Over
the first 8 months of the programme Paul, in
partnership with attending personal coaches
agreed targets for the boys to progress within
their own home training environments.
Paul’s expertise and technical knowledge
is World Class and Scottish Gymnastics is
excited to have him as part of our programme
supporting Junior and Senior gymnasts in the
current cycle leading up towards the Gold Coast
in 2018.

Similar to the Men’s programme the gymnasts
are set personal targets which are to be worked
on within their own club training environment
and must demonstrate ongoing progression
of their physical preparation and compulsory
requirements (CR’s). As part of the 2015/16
programme selected gymnasts from the NPP
attended a training camp and representative event
in Nottingham in November competing against
England and France in the Sandra Clark Cup
International. Team Scotland’s gymnasts produced
some outstanding performances, winning the
Team event, with Louise McColgan placing 1st
in the Senior all-around competition, Shannon
Archer 3rd all-around in the senior category,
Kacey Morrison and Anna Hollins 2nd and 3rd
respectively in the Junior all-around competition.
Programme selections for 2016 took place in
January, with 16 gymnasts identified as part
of the 2016 programme. As in the previous
year, gymnasts need to demonstrate positive
performance behaviours and ongoing
improvements. The 2016 programme also
operates a reward system for camps.

British Gymnastics Squads
Congratulations to the following gymnasts (and their personal coaches) for their successful
selection in the British Gymnastics National Squad system:
Men’s Artistic: Matthew McGill (Largs GC), Rory Hall & Aidan Jordaan (both West Lothian AGC)
selected to attend the National Club Reward Camp in December 2015
Women’s Artistic: Anna Hollins (Largs GC) selected to Home Nations Development Squad;
Louise McColgan (Largs GC) selected to the Junior European Squad and Millie McConville
(Dynamic GC) selected to the Performance Pathway Development Squad.
Teamgym: Kendal Smith, Lara Craig, Katie Vince, Adam Soutar, Fraser McLeod, Sandy Wallace
and Dylan Campbell (all Saltire Team Gymnastics),Ross Donaldson (Forth Valley GC) and Shaun
Rennie (Spartans) for being selected into the GB Teamgym Squad preparing for European
Championships in October 2016.
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Performance
Support
Programmes
Coaching Futures
In Autumn 2015 Scottish Gymnastics secured
investment to employ a coaching position as part
of the Coaching Futures initiative. Coaching Futures
is sportscotland’s performance athlete to coach
apprenticeship programme that involves former
athletes taking on a three year funded coaching role
within their Scottish Governing Body, whilst being
supported by individual and group professional
development opportunities, a mentor and peer
apprentice coaches.
The programme targets recently retired performance
athletes with aspirations to develop a career in
coaching and invests in Scottish Governing Bodies
(SGBs) which can provide a suitable environment for
the coach to learn and develop their skills. Andrew
Mackie was successfully recruited in October 2015
and deployed within West Lothian AGC to work
under Regional Performance Coach John Campbell.
Andrew is working with West Lothian as part of
their coaching team supporting boys from 6yrs+ to
develop through the British Grades system.

Sports Coach UK Aspire
Programme
The sports coach UK Aspire Talent Coach
Development Programme is funded by UK Sport
and supported by sportscotland. The 15/16 year
saw two gymnastics coaches nominated by Scottish
Gymnastics following notes of interest and successfully
selected as part of the programme; Sandra Stevenson
(City of Glasgow GC) and John Campbell (West
Lothian AGC). The programme is for selected coaches
from across all four home countries who are either
working with talented age group/development athletes
and/or talent pathways or have the potential to
progress onto world class programmes.
The aim of the programme is to accelerate the
development of coaching expertise and enhance

critical knowledge, skills and behaviours in
a supportive yet challenging environment.
The programme runs over a 20-month
period and coaches benefit from a blend of
learning opportunities. Sandra who was part
of the 15/16 intake was in her final year of
the programme, with John being selected
as part of the 16/17 group commencing the
programme. Both are thoroughly enjoying
the challenge, networking with other coaches
from other sports and being supported by
superb experts from a variety of fields such
as leadership and sports science.

PERFORMANCE GYMNASTICS
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Competition
Participation
WAG

11

MAG

9

COMPETITIONS

2437 GYMNASTS
ENTERED
TRA and DMT

10

ACRO

COMPETITIONS

549 GYMNASTS
ENTERED
RHY

3

COMPETITIONS

1843 GYMNASTS
ENTERED

5

COMPETITIONS

1514 GYMNASTS
ENTERED
TeamGym

COMPETITIONS

338 GYMNASTS
ENTERED

1

COMPETITIONS

164 GYMNASTS
ENTERED

TUM

4

COMPETITIONS

695

GYMNASTS
ENTERED

43
competitions

For the 2015 competition year, the above
table highlights participation numbers
per discipline which covers entry level
competition through to elite pathway
and senior competition participation.
A strong partnership between Scottish
Gymnastics administration and
each discipline Technical Panel has
ensured that a successful competition
programme was delivered in 2015 and
developments are planned for the 2016
programme to continue to improve both
gymnast and spectator experience.

7540
gymnasts entered
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Gymnastics
Development
The first year of the new strategy has
required a fresh approach and a new
staffing structure to enable Scottish
Gymnastics to deliver the club
element of the strategy and support
our clubs to be the best they can be
and assist them in achieving their
ambitions.
The main focus of the year has been:
• Advice and support in business planning and the
general professionalisation of Scottish gymnastics
clubs
• Nationwide access to expertise, experience and
specialist skillsets (from employees, technical
experts and other clubs)
• An enhanced range of member services, benefits
and products
To deliver this new approach, Scottish Gymnastics
restructured the Development Team to ensure we
have the expertise required by clubs. The new team
consists of:
• Club Business Manager (Facility development) – to
support SG member clubs in developing the quality
and quantity of gymnastic specific facilities.
• Club Business Manager (Leadership and
Governance) – to support SG member clubs in
developing effective governance and quality
leadership.

Specialist advice
The development team has engaged
specialist expertise to complement the
services we offer and during the year
engaged the following:
• Roberts Partnership to deliver three, twoday ‘Enhancing your club’ workshops in
Aberdeen, Edinburgh and Glasgow with
55 club leaders attending the sessions.
• BDO, Chartered Accountants and
business advisers, were engaged to
deliver an Employment Tax workshop
and provided a telephone helpline
service to member clubs.
• Frith / Sykes Partnership delivered a
‘Growth Mindset’ session to club leaders
at the AGM.

• Club Business Manager (Business Development
and Marketing) – to support SG member clubs in
the production and implementation of business
plans leading to membership growth and
increased sustainability

YOU TOLD US

• Development Manager (Discipline development for
Acrobatics, Rhythmic, TeamGym and Tumbling)

“I am impressed by the

These posts are in addition to the roles of Head of
Development and Development Administrator. In
addition, SG extended the development partnership
with High Life Highland for a further three years.

development department in
SG and that you are bringing
in experts to help clubs
develop!

”

15
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Developing club leaders
Scottish Gymnastics recognise that the sporting
landscape is constantly changing and the
pressures and challenges facing clubs are
significant. We believe that investing in people
is critical to support clubs on their journey and
to help them face the future confidently. Giving
club leaders an opportunity to come together to
network and learn will ensure gymnastics clubs
are run as effectively as possible.
Eleven club leaders from across Scotland came
together in Stirling over two days in February
to network and share good practice, reflecting
on their role and focusing on leadership values,
successes and challenges.
We were joined by inspiring speaker, Isla
McCrone a director with Action Provocateurs,
who challenged the leaders to think differently
with lessons from neuroscience. This first
networking event sought to build on the 2014
Club Manager Development Programme (MDP1)
delivered in partnership with Club Manager’s
Association of Europe (CMAE) and is a precursor to the Leadership Academy which will run
for club leaders in 2016.

Business planning and
development
Every club is different and has a unique set
of needs, so the support provided is bespoke
to specifically meet these needs. Clubs have
been supported in creating full business plans
for new facilities, specific job roles, and long
term future planning. Other support is around
financial planning to ensure the club has budgets
and measuring systems in place, marketing
and communication support and utilising key
information and stats to attract sponsors.
To further support clubs in the creation of their
plans a number of templates, toolkits and step
by step guides have been created specifically for
gymnastics clubs by Scottish Gymnastics.
In January 2016 ‘Your Club Intelligence’ was
launched which provides clubs with a 30plus page report on their current position,
history, membership, geographical information,
population stats, local news and more. This
intelligence is used as the basis for discussions
to build a picture of the club and market now
and in the future. This forms part of the business
plan and supports in funding applications.

Club interactions

140 club meetings
Facility Development

56.5%

Growth

3.6%

Business Planning

17.9%

Staffing

2.8%

Club Development

12.1%

Governance

1.4%

Direct Club Investment
(DCI)

4.3%

New Club

1.4%

WWW.SCOTTISHGYMNASTICS.ORG
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Facility development
A range of meetings with clubs, supporting
them with technical advice on facility
requirements, future proofing facility needs,
supporting clubs through funding application
processes, financial planning, helping clubs
identify appropriate facilities and timelines to
move in, assisting with project management
at four different stages: pre-planning the idea,
developing the idea, construction stage and
facility management.

Governance and new
club support
Scottish Gymnastics has offered support and
advice to clubs that are looking to change
their legal status. This has come in the form of
meetings to discuss options or through email
support looking at club constitutions and other
governing documents. A pilot governance
workshop was delivered to Sapphire Gymnastics
Club in January which outlined thinking around
the effective club framework and offered advice
around leadership, management, policy and
structures for the club. This workshop will be
further refined as delivery is rolled out to a
wider club audience.
A number of potential new clubs made contact
with the Scottish Gymnastics development team
and support is offered around the structures
and policies that any new venture should put in
place in order to start out on the best footing.
This support may be purely virtual through
email and the provision of templates or in the
case of Flair Gymnastics Club members of the
SG team were in attendance at the initial public
meetings to get the club formalised and set up.

A new approach –
Drop-in clinics

Gymnastics for all
Gymnastics is an inclusive sport, striving to
ensure anyone with the desire to participate
can. Gymnasts with disabilities celebrated major
successes, particularly at the British Championships.
Meanwhile, the Men’s Technical Panel has been
strengthened by the addition of an expert on
inclusion for gymnasts with disabilities. The number
of schools entering competitions continues to
grow, showing an appetite for gymnastics among
youngsters. And Formers competitions had 100
entries in 2016, providing a great opportunity for
gymnasts to continue lifelong participation.
Volunteers continue to be crucial to this work,
ensuring Scottish gymnastics is available to all.

The next year
The team have been developing, designing and
piloting new programmes that will be rolled out in
2016:
• The Scottish Gymnastics Leadership Academy
will commence delivery focussing on further
developing club leaders.
• A Legal Partner to support member clubs will
be in place

Drop-in clinics were launched in February in
Inverness, with Highland clubs meeting with Club
Business Managers to discuss their specific needs.
This included growth planning, financial planning,
marketing, facility development and funding.

• Expansion of partnership with BDO focussing
on Employment Tax, Gift Aid, VAT, Growing
club finances and audit.

GymNet

• Introduction of a club Self-Assessment tool to
aid with club development

With the changeover to GymNet we worked
with partners at British Gymnastics to deliver
4 workshops to develop GymNet knowledge
amongst our club leaders.

• Introduction of toolkits and templates in
a range of areas including – employment,
governance, business planning, facility
development and management and many more.

• Further roll-out of the development team
drop-in clinics
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Participation
Club Development Statistics

Membership Figures

13,553
15,460

  2011/12   2012/13   2013/14  2014/15   2015/16

16,003
18,133
20,513

Affiliated Clubs

163
161
164
158
152

  2011/12    2012/13   2013/14   2014/15   2015/16

Grampian

East

2014/15   2015/16

2014/15   2015/16

Tayside
2014/15   2015/16
& Fife

Highlands

2014/15   2015/16

3
4

2014/15   2015/16

5
6

West

0
0

6

8

10
13

Dedicated Facilities

3
6

18

Central

2014/15   2015/16
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Workforce Development
Course Statistics
Education Course Statistics April 2015 – March 2016
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2015/16 Projects
Mentoring Workshops

Level 3

In conjunction with Active Advantage and SEE
Consultants, Scottish Gymnastics are providing
clubs with the opportunity to attend new mentoring
courses in 2016. The programme consists of 2 levels
of course with the goal of providing clubs with
more formulated support skills and plans to help
shape the future of new and existing coaches. We
started the roll out of our mentoring initiative with
the ‘Developing your mentoring skills’ workshops
held across the central belt which were well
attended; the content focused on defining mentors
/ mentees, building relationships, learnings styles,
effective questioning and listening skills along with
introducing candidates to a number of tools to
structure future mentoring sessions.

In collaboration with British Gymnastics the
Education team are now able to roll out the
Level 3 Generic module in Scotland. The level
3 course now consists of two parts, each
awarded by British Gymnastics.

In 2016/17 Scottish Gymnastics will continue the roll
out of this course along with the second course,
‘Mastering your mentoring skills’.

E-Learning - UKCC
In partnership with British Gymnastics Education
team, our department has been supporting the
development of the e-learning for formal coach
education. UKCC Level 2 courses are now being
delivered in a blended learning format whereby
coaches will be asked to complete a number of
online modules to enhance their learning of the
“How to Coach” skills as well as providing an
introduction to sports science topics. This allows
candidates to undertake the home study and
generic theory at their convenience both prior and
during the course delivery. As a result the contact
days with tutors at Level 2 will now be 4 days.
Blended learning modules will be rolled out to Level
1 in due course.

1. Technical modules - specific to all disciplines
2. Generic theory course - non-discipline
specific
This generic theory module will help develop
the knowledge of new coaches and enable
them to progress into performance coaching.
The course is designed to deliver the planning
process and application of theoretical
concepts through a methodological layer-bylayer approach. Learners will be given time
to start and develop each section and layer
during the course. Dates have been planned
in the calendar and are available on the
Scottish Gymnastics website.

Educator Workforce Training
During 2015 the Education team recruited
10 new assessors in various disciplines and 3
new Internal Verifiers (IV’s). As part of our
ongoing commitment to developing and
supporting our tutor workforce, these IV’s
have worked with 50% of the workforce to
provide them with feedback on their delivery
styles and quality of their assessment. In
addition to this, we delivered our annual
standardisation meeting on the 5th December
2015 which included CPD session based on
the skills required for effective tutoring.
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Post-Graduate Diploma

Future Workforce Programme

Over the last 12 months Scottish Gymnastics has
been working very closely with Edinburgh Napier
University to design and develop a Post-Graduate
Diploma in Sport Performance Enhancement
(Gymnastics). This exciting new project has been
specifically designed to align with our strategic
aspirations by supporting those coaches who
have the passion and commitment to develop
as high-performance coaches of the future in
their discipline. The course, which will be heavily
subsidised by Scottish Gymnastics, spans over
2 years and covers a blend of individual coach
development, current coach research and the
science of gymnastics. Roadshows have been
delivered across the country and information on
the application process is on our website.

In late 2015, and in line with Scottish Gymnastics’
vision of ‘nurturing emerging talent’, we launched
a new initiative investing in coaches and judges
of the future. Scottish Gymnastics wanted to
provide direct support to gymnasts who have
already demonstrated a commitment to our sport
at national / international level and have Scottish
Gymnastics’ World Class performance aspirations,
through a ‘Future Workforce’ programme. We
have 12 coaches selected onto this programme
from across 4 gymnastics disciplines. They will be
supported through individualised development
plans to complete their first three levels of
coaching qualifications and / or club and regional
judging qualifications.

Online CPD
Scottish Gymnastics has recognised that to
continue to support our coaching and judging
workforce we need to evolve from traditional
delivery methods and therefore make it easier
for coaches to utilise CPD opportunities through
online learning.
The Education team realise the obstacles that
coaches face in terms of accessing time for their
own development, and that getting time away
from the gym can be challenging. To counter
this difficulties we are making these courses
accessible via an online platform. The first course
that has been made available for free to all
coaches is an Introduction to Sport Psychology in
conjunction with Adam Morris at Believe Perform.
We have a range of courses being developed and
will be available to members of SG in due course.

Future Developments
August will see the formal launch of the PG
Diploma with our first cohort of coaches in
preparation for the new academic year in
September. This is an extremely exciting initiative
for Scottish Gymnastics to support these coaches
through their journey to high performance.
We will continue to build our relationship with
British Gymnastics with a specific focus on rolling
out e-learning across the UKCC qualifications
framework. We will also build on educator
workforce recruitment and development and
judging development.
If you are a coach committed to developing
yourself and keeping up to date with new
practices and research, then look out for online
tools, learning and practical clinics which will also
be rolling out across all disciplines.
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Acrobatic
Gymnastics
Scottish Gymnastics has been
changing over the last year and so
has the Acro Technical Panel.
A lot of time has been spent working closely with
the Performance team to develop the National
Performance Programme and Performance
Pathway Programme. Some of this work will not
be immediately apparent but will bring rewards
in 2016/2017 as the talents of our coaches and
gymnasts are developed with the aid of camps
and clinics run by experts in their fields. We have
already held one Forum and have dates in the
diary for further camps/clinics.
2015/16 has been another hugely successful
year competitively for Acrobatic Gymnastics in
Scotland. Our gymnasts continue to progress and
improve domestically as well as at British level,
with Team Scotland claiming the Celtic Cup for the
fourth successive year, now five times winners from
the last six competitions. The number of gymnasts
taking part in Acro; clubs offering Acro; and
gymnasts taking part in the highest level domestic
competitions all continue to grow and increase.

Competitions
In 2015/2016 the Technical Panel continued to
organise a varied programme of competitions
at various levels in order to best showcase the
talents of all our gymnasts. Even with an already
busy competition calendar, the Technical Panel
successfully introduced a new competition;
the Scottish Invitational. The competition only
managed to attract one club from outwith
Scotland this time around, but the intention is to
promote it more vigorously and entice other clubs
to the competition. The hope is to attract some
of the already very successful clubs in England in
order to better benchmark our own performances.
Other competitions that were run this year included
the June Gradings, Team Competition, Jumblies
and the 2016 Scottish Championships. Each of the
competitions now have a more professional look
and feel to them, helped greatly by the successful

interactions with the Events and Marketing staff.
Marketing of the competitions has continued
to be developed, with online ticketing being
introduced for the first time at an Acro event;
the Acro NDP Scottish Championships. The
staging of the major Acro competitions has now
become embedded at the Ravenscraig Regional
Sports Centre with the Technical Panel building
on the already successful relationships with
the management teams there. The events still
rely on a core of volunteers that help with each
of the events, for which the Technical Panel is
hugely grateful.
The highlight of the year had to be the
successful defence of the Acro Celtic Cup in
Northern Ireland. This was the fourth win in
a row of the title and the fifth time in the last
6 years that Scotland was crowned the Acro
Celtic Cup Champions.

Celtic Cup
winners
4th year

in succession
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Judging
We continue to develop our pool of judges to
increase both their own personal development
and to ensure that our competitions are
judged at the correct standards. A total of
15 candidates recently sat their Club Judge
exams, with an additional 4 candidates still to
sit their final examinations. In addition we have
4 candidates due to complete their Regional
Exam. The Technical Panel will continue to
ensure that judging at each of the competitions
is appropriate and will aid judges by organising
more updates of the codes in 2016/2017. It is
intended that more mentoring and shadowing
will be part of judges’ development.

Development
Two sessions with Toshko Pavlov, the British
Gymnastics National Coach for Acrobatics, were
organised in November. The first session was
an opportunity for coaches to hear Toshko’s
philosophy on the best acrobatics practices and
how to achieve these. He shared his short and
efficient coaching manual and coaches were
given a copy of to take away and apply in their
own clubs. Toshko also attended a gymnastics
camp to support coaches and put his theory into
practice with their gymnasts.
An Acro Forum was organised in February
2016 to bring coaches together to aid their
development. This was the first of what is hoped
to be an annual event. This year’s forum covered
several topics including NDP 8 Version 3 update,
club planning, artistry, body preparation and
judge progression. The forum was well attended
by coaches of many clubs and the Technical
Panel received great feedback from the coaches
that attended the event.
The Acro Technical Panel has developed some
amazing relationships with each of the SG
departments but recognises that these need to
be continued and improved. The Technical Panel
also recognises a need to improve relationships
with newer and smaller clubs. We look forward
to working even closer with the departments
and with clubs, coaches and gymnasts
throughout 2016/2017.
Andy Youl
Chair, Acrobatic Technical Panel
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Men’s Artistic
The 2015/2016 competition season was an exciting
time for Men’s Artistic Gymnastics in Scotland.
More gymnasts from more clubs competed
across the domestic programme than ever
before. Gymnasts had much-improved results
in all competitions from domestic grades series
to international representation including UK
School Games, Arques, Celtic Cup and the 2016
Championships.
At the top end of the competition spectrum
Daniel Purvis built on his success in the Scottish
Championships, taking European All Around
Bronze & contributing to the historic Team Silver
for GB at the World Championships. Southport
team mate Frank Baines also saw Scotland
represented in Team GB at the inaugural European
Games at Baku.
In the Celtic Cup, the minor team reigned supreme
in Cardiff lifting the trophy with Rory Smith taking
All-Around Silver and team-mate Euan McLellan
taking the bronze. In the Junior competition, the
team took the silver position and Kelvin Cham
took an individual silver in the All Around.
A fantastic UK School Games saw Scotland’s
Men take the team silver, in a hard fought, tight
competition and individual gold on Parallel Bars
and bronze on Rings for Pavel Karvenjenko and
Bronze for Stephen Tonge on Pommel.
The Grades Qualifier competition in September
saw a record number of entries and some solid
performances which earned Scotland 37 qualifiers
for British Finals. A huge improvement in team
scores and an individual silver for Aidan Jordaan
made the competition a confirmation that the
Performance Pathway Programme was already
yielding results.

Performance
2015 saw the commencement of the
Performance Pathway Programme (PPP) in Men’s
Artistic Gymnastics. This programme focuses on
the boys competing in the elite grades system
and has, so far, taken place at South Essex GC.
Here, the boys get to work with Scott Hann
and his team of coaches, honing their skills and
training to compete at the highest levels. This
programme has also been open to coaches from
all MA clubs who wish to learn and incorporate
this learning into their own club programmes.
The PPP has been quick to yield results – initially
at Grades Finals in September and then in the
improved scores and performances at boys in
Scottish & British U12 and U14 competitions.
Coaches are also finding this programme
invaluable in their learning.
As well as the PPP, the MAG programme also
includes the National Performance Programme.
The NPP, led by Paul Hall of Huntingdon GC
provided an opportunity for Junior & Senior
level gymnasts selected to take part in this
programme the chance to compete as Scotland
at representative competitions. Again, the
success of this programme is clear in the results.
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Camps/Clinics
As part of the PPP, camps and clinics have
been run to encourage clubs, coaches and
gymnasts at all stages of their MAG journey, to
get together and learn from technical experts.
The summer of 2015 saw gymnasts from all
over Scotland descend on Largs to attend the
Summer Camp at Inverclyde led by Sam Hunter,

GB National Development Coach. This will be
repeated this year in Dundee, with more coaches
added to accommodate the increasing numbers
of gymnasts and coaches involved. In January
2016, 77 gymnasts and coaches attended a
camp led by Anthony Wise, South Essex GC; a
positive and informative camp for all.

Judging
Scotland continues to punch well above
its weight in International judging with our
Brevet judges regularly representing GB in
International competition. Scottish judges
have been in action at National Grades Finals,
London Open, UK School Games, British
Championships, Celtic Cup as well as our own
Scottish Championships. This experience and
gained knowledge is shared throughout the
judging community and is invaluable in the
development of our judges.
The future for Men’s Artistic Gymnastics in
Scotland is looking extremely healthy with
consistently increasing numbers of competitors,
participants, coaches and judges.
Amanda Boucher
Chair, Men’s Technical Panel
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Rhythmic
Technical Support
I would like to start my report by thanking all
coaches, office staff, judges and parents for their
support during the past year.
Particular thanks go to my fellow technical panel
members who have supported the progress of our
discipline through domestic competitions, coach
and judge education and development pathways.

International Competitions
Individual gymnasts have taken part at
International level representing their club however
there has been no representation at International
level as Scotland.

British Competitions
Gymnasts from most of our Scottish clubs took
part in the Individual Apparatus, Grades Finals and
Club Team competitions with good results and I
am pleased to report an increase in the number of
participants at this level.
The performance pathway for Rhythmic
Gymnastics has seen a few changes over the past
couple of years and the gymnasts now compete at
5 different levels.
A new competitive level was introduced below
Grades Finals and although we have not been as
successful with qualifying gymnasts for British
Championships we have seen an increase in the
number of gymnasts competing at the lower levels.
At the beginning of the year gymnasts from West
Lothian, Pentland, and Beacon attended the
British Qualification Testing event held in Solihull.
Congratulations to Ciara Lindsay (Pentland RGC)
who qualified for British championships.
Zonal Grades competition was held in Wigan and it
was good to see so many gymnasts from Scotland
competing for a place at Grades Finals level.
Congratulations to all 12 gymnasts that passed. We
look forward to some good results in June.

Scottish Championships
Once again a very successful competition and well
attended this year. It was great to see clubs from
England take part. The routines show improvement
in the gymnasts’ performance and we saw some
young gymnasts with the potential to achieve
medals at National level.

Judging Development
We have seen an increase in the number of judges
at the Club and County level this year and it is
hoped that these judges will progress through the
judging development programme set by British
Gymnastics. With the support of Judy Warrack,
further judging courses for Club and County levels
are planned for later in 2016.

Coaching Development
We were pleased to see the gymnasts that
retired last year in the gym working as coaches
and giving back valuable skills and experiences
to the clubs. We hope that we will see these
young ex-gymnasts progress with their coaching
qualifications and we wish them well. It is great to
see so many give back to the sport that they love.

Gymnast Development
Laura Donaldson has been working on the
development side of rhythmic gymnastics and the
girls from Scottish clubs have trained together
with their coaches as part of the programme. Joint
training sessions have proved to be a great success
and all coaches that attended with gymnasts
agreed that it was extremely beneficial. Two zonal
squads have also been attended by Scottish
gymnasts and this allows them to see how training
is approached within the clubs in England. Some
training ideas have been adopted to improve the
standards and make training more effective.

Conclusion
It has undoubtedly been a lean year without
regular squad training but I can say that as a
discipline we have made some progress at all
levels. Our domestic competitions have shown an
increase in participation at all levels and we have
seen an increase of numbers in coaching and
judging.
Thank you to all members of the panel and
coaches that helped keep things moving forward
last year when I was not in the gym.
Sue Morgan
Chair, Rhythmic Technical Panel
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TeamGym
Competitions

Summer Camp

The Technical Panel held its annual Scottish
Open Championships at Meadowmill Sports
Centre in February 2016.

The Technical Panel, again held their annual
Summer Camp at the Dick McTaggart Centre
in Dundee in August last year; again led by
Jimmy Ekstedt, with Chris Short assisting. This
was a great opportunity for gymnasts and
coaches alike to learn from world experts in the
discipline and take back to their home training
environments new ideas and skills. A total of
40 gymnasts attended (14 from Scottish Clubs)
as well as 11 coaches (8 Scottish); the camp is
set up so that coaches can attend either with
gymnasts, or for CPD. The camp will run again
this year at the same venue.

8 different clubs
164
competitors

32 teams
27

micro teams

5

full teams

The number and standard of teams has gone
up but it would be great to see more full teams
taking part.
Scottish clubs also participated in the Northern
Open / Qualifier at Meadowbank Sports Centre
in March which acts as the British Qualifying
event for the Championships in July/August.
More Scottish teams took part in this year’s
event, than previously, with a number of new
clubs taking part in their first major Teamgym
event, well done to Caithness GC, Chalky’s and
Inverness GC.
Teams from Alloa, Dundee Discovery, Forth
Valley, Irvine Bay and Saltire qualified for the
British TeamGym Championships and Challenge
Cup at the Echo Arena, Liverpool in July. This
is more Scottish clubs than have ever qualified
before, therefore recognition needs to be given
to the coaches and gymnasts from these club
specifically. Forth Valley’s Junior Micro Men’s
team are the current reigning junior micro
champions and will return to fight for the title.
Congratulations and good luck to the coaches
and gymnasts involved.

Plans to run lower level, localised camps relevant
to what the Scottish Clubs need have been
discussed and will be planned as this will help
to develop and increase participants within
TeamGym. Development in the North and
Borders from coaching, judging courses, camps
and competitions should be considered to
support further growth.

Coach Education
The last 12 months have seen some significant
investment from our coaches and clubs into
the development of Scottish Coaches with
some remarkable achievements. From Saltire
Team Gymnastics, both Sam Langstaff & Tracey
Brown passed their HPC qualification and the
only in coaches in Scotland to hold this. There
has also been three coaches from Saltire,
Forth Valley and Midlothian start their journey
on their Level 4 course which will assist in
raising the performance levels of the gymnasts
across the central belt. These coaches are now
working through their mentoring and awaiting
assessment.
Again, the level 3 modules have been popular
and more clubs have been engaged at this level
with demand being the highest it has been
allowing courses to run in Scotland.
Given the increased interest in the discipline, the
demand from our Coach Education dept has
also seen full courses delivered at Level 1 and
Level 2 throughout the year bringing on new
coaches from existing Teamgym clubs and clubs
wanting to explore the discipline further.
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BG Squads
In an exciting development, British Gymnastics
has moved towards National Teams (through
a GB Squad system) and these new teams are
targeting the 2016 European Championships
which will consist of 6 categories; Junior Mixed,
Women, Men and Senior Mixed, Women and
Men. Scotland has made a great contribution
towards the team selection with everyone
working hard to make the final selection and
attend the European Championships.

Souter, Fraser McLeod, Sandy Wallace, and
Dylan Campbell from Saltire Team Gymnastics.
A selection event will be held in Bracknell on
Sunday 1st May 2016 in preparation to represent
Great Britain at the 11th European Championships
in Maribor, Slovenia in October 2016. This
programme has been a huge commitment from
the gymnasts (and parents) along with the
personal coaches attached to these gymnasts
from both a time and financial perspective.

At present there is Ross Donaldson from
Forth Valley, Shaun Rennie from Spartans and
Kendal Smith, Lara Craig, Katie Vince, Adam

Christina Mason
Chair, TeamGym Technical Panel
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Trampoline
The past year has been an extremely
busy time for the Trampoline
(TRA), Tumble (TUM) & Double
Mini Trampoline (DMT) disciplines,
particularly due to the changes to
the British competition structure.
The Trampoline and DMT Scottish Championships
2015 was one of our largest National Championships,
with 280 entries across both trampoline and DMT,
whilst the Tumbling Championships saw 210 entries
from grades to FIG level.
The Technical Panel agreed to fully adopt the NDP
competition structure for 2016 which, along with
the various changes made from the previous NDP
structure has provided some challenges for us all
and I would like to thank the clubs and coaches
for their patience and co-operation as we try to
deal with these challenges. We are now well under
way with the NDP system and are already seeing
fantastic progress by our gymnasts. In addition the
disciplines of Tumbling, Trampoline and DMT came
under the one Technical Panel to better align and
improve their programmes.
2016 also saw the introduction of the compulsory
range & conditioning routine as a required part of
qualifying for the NDP Regional Team Finals. Again,
it has taken some time for everyone involved to
understand the various requirements but we really
do appreciate the constructive feedback received
from coaches and the officials involved in assessing
the routines, which will no doubt assist with
planning next year’s competitions.
Through successful qualification competitions,
culminating in the NDP Regional Team Qualifier
competition for trampolining and DMT, NDP
Qualifiers and FIG Invitational for tumbling, a large
team of gymnasts qualified to represent Scotland at
the NDP Regional Team Finals in Birmingham in May
2016
Two of our brevet judges, Bruce Craig and Brian
Scott, were selected to judge for GB at International
competitions during 2015. There has only been one
judge course, a county TRA held in Caledonia House
in April, which had nine candidates. A TRA Regional
judge course and a DMT judge course is being
planned.

As the Technical Panel continues to strive
towards integrating tumbling within the
trampolining & DMT structure, it is hoped that
we will be able to include tumbling for the
first time in our 2017 National Championships
and this is something we are actively trying to
facilitate.
Scotland has also been well represented
on the International stage during the past
year. Congratulations to City of Edinburgh’s
Caitlin O’Brien and Ciara Donlevy who were
both selected as part of the GB team for the
2015 World Age Group Championships and
then also the 2016 European Championships
where they were part of the DMT team who
won bronze medals in the team competition.
Special recognition must also go to City of
Edinburgh coach Lauren Jeffrey, who was
selected as a GB coach for the 2015 World
Championships and World Age Group
Championships, as well as the 2016 European
Championships. Well done ladies!
I would particularly like to thank the members
of the Trampoline & Tumbling Technical Panel
for their contributions over the past year. It is
fantastic to see such enthusiasm for driving
our sport forward and improving the support
available to Scottish gymnasts. We will
hopefully be able to unveil some of the things
we have been working on in the next year,
which will benefit all disciplines.
Lynn Simpson
Chair, Trampoline & Tumbling Technical Panel.
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Women’s
Technical Panel
The WTP, in partnership with SG, has continued developing the
Performance Pathway Programme in Scotland.
Our performance pathway activities have
included camps and clinics which have taken
place throughout the year. The main focus has
been to provide opportunities to inspire and
educate the best gymnasts and coaches in
Scotland. especially those with aspirations to
compete in the British compulsory / NDP grades
and British Voluntary Levels. For each session we
have used experienced and successful coaches
and judges to cover specific areas of skill
development and physical preparation.
I am pleased to report the 2015/16 WA
domestic competition programme in Scotland
has continued to be very successful - with
an increase in participation across all levels. I
would like to extend a heartfelt thank you to
the volunteers who generously give their time
and energy to make every competition a special
event for the participants. Special thanks to
panel members Dawn and Katrina who continue
go the extra mile to cover the gaps that appear
in the absence of a competition organiser.

I would like to take this opportunity to recognise
the generosity of all the judges who give up
their time to officiate at our competitions and
to Pauline, Kirsty, Sinead and Katrina for their
guidance and experience as senior judges
at Scottish events and their input at various
courses and clinics.
Following a Club Judge course tutored by
Pauline Smith and Katrina Harper we were
pleased to welcome 29 successful candidates
into the judging community with several clubs
gaining judging representation for first time.
WTP members would like to thank the Scottish
Gymnastics staff for all the help and support
they provide to us.
As always the WTP is happy to hear your
ideas and opinions and we actively welcome
constructive input from the wider gymnastic
community in Scotland.
Rod Smith
Chair, Women’s Technical Panel
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Marketing &
Communications
Marketing & Promotion
With Glasgow yet again hosting a major
gymnastics event, the 2015 World
Gymnastics Championships, Scottish
Gymnastics utilised this opportunity to
enhance awareness of gymnastics in
Scotland and engage with our member clubs
via increased marketing activity. Partnering
with the Championships Organisers and
British Gymnastics, the “Be Part Of It” club
engagement campaign was developed
and launched. This highly successful
campaign provided our member clubs with
a series of exciting competitions to enter
whilst also showing their support for the
Championships. Whilst raising the profile of
our Team GB gymnasts, we saw an increase
in online engagement with our members and
gymnastics fans via social media.
Scottish Gymnastics membership
figures continue to increase alongside
the heightened exposure our sport has
received due to the presence of world-class
gymnastics events in Scotland, coupled with
our growing marketing and promotional
activity. This year membership grew to
20,513, a rise of 13%.

163,000+
website visits

Communications
To strengthen our communication channels two
new streams of communication were launched
this year; monthly e-newsletters “Round-Off”
and “Springboard”, which provide timely and
tailored news to our club officials, coaches,
gymnasts and fans.
Video content has played an increased role in
enhancing Scottish Gymnastics’ communications
to promote all levels of news, programmes and
initiatives. This has had a positive impact on the
number of views and subscribers on YouTube.
The rise in video content has been central to
our dedicated social media strategy which has
delivered a 50% increase in followers to more
than 16,000.
As interest in gymnastics continues to grow so
does the number of people visiting our website,
with unique visitors at 69,471 and total visits in
excess of 163,000.
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Corporate Social
Responsibility
Following submission of evidence and assessment for the Intermediate
Level of the Equality Standard, the SG Board of Directors was delighted
to announce in January 2016 that Scottish Gymnastics has met the
criteria for the Intermediate Level of the Equality Standard.
The Equality Standard Assessor (EQSA) was
unanimous in their decision and identified some
real strengths within the organisation;
·

·

Scottish Gymnastics has developed a robust
approach to planning how we will manage
Equality Impact Assessments including
reporting outcomes and equality is included
in Scottish Gymnastics’ Risk Register
A new Equality Action Plan with a clear
focus and set of objectives, alongside a staff
workforce that will deliver these outcomes.
A move to promote non-Olympic disciplines
will increase the diversity of participants

·

A commitment to move to a new CRM
system with British Gymnastics to improve
SG’s ability to monitor the full equality
profiles of members, coaches and officials

·

A strong lead from the Board Equality
Champion, who is fully committed to
ensuring that the SGB embeds equality in
everything it does, and clearly acknowledges
the importance of addressing the culture
of the organisation, from staff and Board
through to members, in order to achieve this

·

A clear commitment to developing the skills
sets of the membership to grow the sport,
and as part of this, to become fully inclusive
and to embed equality in all aspects of a
club’s work

·

The production of Board papers from
each department that includes an equality
update, and a summary of progress against
the equality objectives within every Annual
Report.

Moving forward Scottish Gymnastics aim to set
up an Equality Advisory Group that can support
the delivery of its Equality Action Plan and
also undertake online training for SG staff and
members.

Ethics Welfare & Conduct
Creating a safe, fun, and positive environment for
those participating in our sport is and continues
to be a high priority for Scottish Gymnastics.
Children’s wellbeing is crucial in any sport but
none more so than gymnastics where a high
percentage of our members are under the age
of 18.
The Ethics Welfare & Conduct team has a
responsibility to help and support clubs and
coaches in the area of safeguarding. By providing
a variety of safeguarding courses and recruitment
(PVG) workshops tailored to suit the needs of our
coaches and clubs, we are supporting a network
of strong, safe and well-governed clubs who put
the welfare of children first.
We continue to build relationships with groups
and organisations, within and out-with sport.
The information, help and guidance provided by
these organisations is invaluable in ensuring our
policies and procedures are in line with current
legislation and best practice, and supports
Scottish Gymnastics continued efforts to
safeguard and protect children, young people,
coaches, and officials.
We have been part of a short-life working group
set up by Children 1st to help develop the new
Safeguarding in Sport Standards. While the
current minimum operating requirements are
still relevant, there is a clear need for progress
and development to take a much broader and
more child centred and rights-based approach.
The new Safeguarding in Sport Standards aim to
start this process and Scottish Gymnastics are
excited to be involved in this new development.
We do recognise the key role our volunteer Club
Safeguarding Officers (CSO’s), formally Child
Protection Coordinators (CPC’s), provide in
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• Full review of the Safeguarding (child
protection) Policy and Procedures

Safeguarding Course Statistics
(April 2015 – March 2016)
By Location

The PVG checking system already in place,
has been enhanced by an additional piece of
legislation introduced by Scottish Government;
Rehabilitation of offenders Act (exclusion and
exemptions) Scotland Order 2015. This addition
should not affect our current procedures however,
a full review of our Safe recruitment policy will be
carried out over the next few months.
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courses delivered
By Course

Safe In
your Hands

Safeguarding
& Protecting

3 courses

19 courses

31

288

SG 2

PVG Workshop

22 courses

11 courses

299

76

694 attendees

& Kin

2
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Our PVG administration process is working
extremely well with a turnaround period of only
2 – 3 days from receipt of applications from
clubs to the posting out to Volunteer Scotland
Disclosure Services (VSDS). This is excellent
news considering that in an eight month period
over 340 applications were processed through
our department.

17
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The retrospective checking programme came
to an end in October 2015 and we are happy to
report that Scottish Gymnastics completed the
process in advance of the deadline date.

East

n

Protecting Vulnerable
Groups (PVG) Legislation

G

• Development of the next level of
safeguarding training – SG 3

West

ds

• Establish a group of regionally based and
trained safeguarding officers who will help to
support CSO’s

In continuing to support the needs of our
coaches and clubs in the area of safeguarding,
we have planned our course calendar working
with the education team and taking into account
the UKCC level 1 courses being delivered across
Scotland.

Hi

To ensure Scottish Gymnastics continues to
provide a safe environment for all, the key areas
for ethics, welfare and conduct moving forward,
some of which are already underway, are:

The Safeguarding 2 course has been vital in
ensuring awareness of national legislation and
its relevance to the roles and responsibilities
being performed by those working in our clubs.
SG 2 will be three years old in February 2017,
consequently we are currently thinking about
how this next level of Safeguarding should be
delivered and are looking into viability of SG 3
being an online update module.

Pert

During 2015, we have: updated our Safe in
Your Hands course for young coaches aged
14/15 years, included relevant social media
information in all safeguarding courses; utilised
sportscotland’s video conferencing facility
delivering safeguarding training to clubs in
Shetland and in Skye; and recruited an additional
safeguarding tutor.

Safeguarding Courses

Tay

helping to keep children and young people safe.
We continue to provide information, guidance,
relevant training, and above all support to CSO’s
to ensure the needs of all those working with
children and young people are met.
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Board Update
The last 12 months have seen some significant changes across Scottish
Gymnastics both on the Board and staff, not to mention the start of
our new strategic plan all of which have led to an increase in focus and
positivity across the governing body.

Scott Harper

Euan Lowe

Keir Stewart

Chairman

CEO

Technical Director
- Olympic Disciplines

Peter Boucher

Adele Tolometti

Kevin Pringle

Technical Director
- Non Olympic Disciplines

Finance Director

General Director

Oliver Barsby

Trish Swan

Phil Langstaff

General Director

General Director

General Director

Zoe Frost
General Director
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Board Appointments
For the first time in a number of years we are delighted to say that Scottish Gymnastics now has a
full complement of Board members with the arrival of Zoe Frost and Peter Boucher. As is becoming
increasingly customary in sport the Board has achieved a balance of people from the sport and
external to the sport, all with specific expertise to help drive the governing body forward. It has taken
a while to get to this point but it is important the right processes are followed and the organisation
sticks to its principles of getting the right people. With Zoe and Peter we have found two excellent new
directors, freshening up the board with new insight, new questions and new ideas.

Board Sub Groups

Equality Standard

2015-16 was the first year of the new strategy
and as such has seen increased focus in the work
being undertaken by staff and Board members.
The plan is ambitious and pushes us to do more
than ever before but also provides increased
clarity on where we need to focus our energies
and what we are trying to achieve. To help us
achieve these ambitious outcomes, the Board
has taken a fresh approach and has started plans
to form a strong network of working groups to
bring together members from the Board, staff
and membership with the right skills to help
formulate, deliver and review work in specific
areas of the plan. Over the coming months more
information about these working groups will go
out to the membership but we hope members
view this as a positive development and support
these groups as much as possible.

Equality is becoming an increasingly important
issue, not just in sport but in our wider
communities. The Equality Standard is a UK wide
standard, comprising of various levels, that all
governing bodies continually work towards to
better understand the diversity and limitations
within our own sport at member, staff and board
levels and how we might address any inequalities
in these areas. Scottish Gymnastics is proud to
say it has now achieved Intermediate level of the
Equality Standard and is now reviewing whether
to progress to the Advanced level, a standard
that very few governing bodies across the UK
have achieved to date. As an employer, a recruiter
of volunteers and membership organisation, we
have a better understanding of our members and
a diverse series of programmes to ensure that
everything we do is accessible to all members of
our community where possible. We would like to
thank our members in helping us to achieve this
level through the wide range of work that goes
on in Scottish communities.

KPMG Audit
At Scottish Gymnastics we strive to deliver the
best to our members, whether that be directly
through the services we provide or indirectly
through the decisions we make. Part of the
way we do this is by ensuring our governance
is fit for purpose and where appropriate,
compliant with best practice. To achieve this, our
governance is audited every 2 years by KPMG on
behalf of sportscotland to provide independent
scrutiny. In 2015-16 we were once again audited
and as well as achieving a positive overall
outcome, certain aspects of our governance
were highlighted as examples of good practice
to be showcased to other governing bodies.
Of particular note, we were commended
on our Board members’ reviews including
chair appraisals, our planning approach, HR
management, policies and work regarding
safeguarding and protecting children. These
audits can often be intense and time consuming
but provide internal and external reassurance
that we moving in the right direction.

Conduct in Sport Panel
Finally, this report would not be complete if we
did not once again recognise the hard work of
the conduct in sport panel. Launched more than
a year ago, this panel is ground breaking within
sport and continues to set the standards that
other governing bodies aspire to achieve. While
we hope that matters regarding the conduct of
members are few and far between, it is important
that when something does occur, there is a skilled
team available to dispassionately review and
address these matters. The Conduct in Sport Panel
(CISP) has had to work on some extremely difficult
cases over the last 12 months but has managed
them with a level of skill and professionalism that
makes this service invaluable. Everyone at Scottish
Gymnastics would like to express our thanks to the
volunteers who sit on this group and provide their
time and expertise on a voluntary basis.
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Business Review
Financial year 2015/16 resulted in a surplus of £112,716 after
depreciation of £18,675. Balance sheet net current assets have seen an
increase of 171% to £216,288. This is primarily due to an increase in cash
held from £345,863 to £642,370 at 31st March 2016. During financial
year 2016/17 we will be looking to increase cash by reducing debtors
and the time taken to recover debt.

Where our
funding
comes from

What we
spend it on

Affiliations

24%

£422,537

Grants /Sponsorship

38%

£658,651

Commercial

38%

£651,176

Total

£1,732,363

Gymnastics Activity

46%

£734,603

Staff

42%

£674,165

Overheads/Other

13%

Total

£209,441
£1,618,209
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Income from membership
2011/12

2012/13

2013/14*

2014/15

2015/16

Clubs

£10,595

£10,465

£10,465

£13,985

£16,950

Competitive
Gymnasts

£49,232

£56,236

£60,622

£74,485

£97,280

Recreational
Gymnasts

£153,150

£186,130

£191,454

£207,607

£180,426

£22,021

£22,179

£23,017

£45,226

£84,308

£5,100

£4,750

£4,750

£4,554

£5,900

£26,147

£24,605

£16,569

£20,203

£31,650

£266,245

£304,365

£306,877

£366,059

£416,514

Coaches/Judges
Schools
Other
Total

* 2013/14 was a 9 month reporting period
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Detailed income profile
2011/12

2012/13

2013/14*

2014/15

2015/16

Affiliation Fees

£266,245

£304,365

£244,294

£374,438

£422,536

Grant Aid

£790,900

£529,743

£496,833

£829,097

£635,695

Competition and
Training

£170,609

£223,678

£178,401

£253,102

£236,520

Education/
Courses

£356,789

£311,106

£234,635

£280,258

£300,747

Gymfest

£59,466

£72,398

£16,086

£74,423

£88,469

Other Income

£20,040

£15,980

£14,676

£57,147

£48,396

£1,664,049

£1,457,270

£1,184,925

£1,868,465

£1,732,363

Total

* 2013/14 was a 9 month reporting period
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Detailed expenditure profile
2011/12

2012/13

2013/14*

2014/15

2015/16

Competition & Training

£335,655

£404,204

£250,495

£486,689

£311,783

Gymfest

£42,958

£50,666

£5,778

£39,251

£46,019

Education/Courses

£245,524

£212,168

£169,174

£212,617

£243,629

£62,183

£67,891

£56,567

£66,890

£77,718

Insurance
Establishment Costs

£129,075

£111,831

£62,131

£61,827

£40,310

Staff Costs & Admin Expenses

£696,720

£604,064

£482,026

£764,003

£779,078

Legal & Professional Fees

£56,580

£71,292

£46,611

£105,039

£25,829

Affiliations

£36,591

£36,929

£26,875

£36,221

£25,826

Other Costs

£5,725

£4,218

£4,9451

£79,345

£68,017

£1,611,011

£1,563,263

£1,149,108

£1,851,881

£1,618,209

Total

* 2013/14 was a 9 month reporting period
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Directors’ Report
The directors present their report and financial
statements for the year ended 31 March 2016.
The company is limited by guarantee. Every member of the Association
undertakes to contribute a maximum of £1 in the event of it being wound up.

Directors
The following directors have held office since 1 April 2015:
S Harper
K Stewart
KJ Pringle
Mrs RA Tolometti
PM Langstaff
O Barsby
Mrs P Swan
E Lowe
Z Frost (appointed 12 December 2015)
P Boucher (appointed 27 January 2016)
This report has been prepared in accordance with the special provisions
relating to small companies within Part 15 of the Companies Act 2006.
On behalf of the board
Mrs RA Tolometti, Director
26 July 2016

Company information
Company Registration No. SC177815 (Scotland)
Secretary
E Lowe
Company number
SC177815
Registered office
Caledonia House, 1 Redheughs Rigg, South Gyle, Edinburgh EH12 9DQ
Accountants
Henderson Loggie, Chartered Accountants, 34 Melville Street, Edinburgh EH3 7HA
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Accountants’ report to the board of directors on
the preparation of the unaudited statutory financial
statements of The Scottish Gymnastics Association
for the year ended 31 March 2016
In order to assist you to fulfil your duties under the Companies Act 2006, we have prepared for your
approval the financial statements of The Scottish Gymnastics Association for the year ended 31 March
2016 set out on pages 4 to 9 from the company’s accounting records and from information and
explanations you have given us.
As a practising member firm of the Institute of Chartered Accountants of Scotland, we are subject
to its ethical and other professional requirements which are detailed at http://www.icas.org.uk/
accountspreparationguidance.
This report is made solely to the Board of Directors of The Scottish Gymnastics Association, as a
body, in accordance with the terms of our engagement letter dated 18 May 2015. Our work has been
undertaken solely to prepare for your approval the financial statements of The Scottish Gymnastics
Association and state those matters that we have agreed to state to the Board of Directors of The
Scottish Gymnastics Association, as a body, in this report in accordance with The Institute of Chartered
Accountants of Scotland as detailed at http://www.icas.org.uk/accountspreparationguidance. To the
fullest extent permitted by law, we do not accept or assume responsibility to anyone other than The
Scottish Gymnastics Association and its Board of Directors as a body, for our work or for this report.
It is your duty to ensure that The Scottish Gymnastics Association has kept adequate accounting
records and to prepare statutory financial statements that give a true and fair view of the assets,
liabilities, financial position and profit of The Scottish Gymnastics Association. You consider that The
Scottish Gymnastics Association is exempt from the statutory audit requirement for the year.
We have not been instructed to carry out an audit or a review of the financial statements of The
Scottish Gymnastics Association. For this reason, we have not verified the accuracy or completeness of
the accounting records or information and explanations you have given to us and we do not, therefore,
express any opinion on the statutory financial statements.
Henderson Loggie, Accountants, 34 Melville Street, Edinburgh, EH3 7HA
26 July 2016
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Income and expenditure account
for the year ended 31 March 2016
Notes

Year to 31 March 2016
£1,732,363

Income
Expenditure – Direct costs

£(734,603)

Expenditure – Overheads

£(883,606)

Expenditure

£(848,740)
£(1,003,141)
£(1,618,209)

£(1,851,881)

£114,154

£16,584

Operating surplus
Interest receivable and similar income

Year to 31 March 2015
£1,868,465

3

£119

£293

£114,273

£16,877

Tax on surplus on ordinary activities

4

£(1,557)

£(59)

Surplus for the period

9

£112,716

£16,818

Balance sheet as at 31 March 2016
Notes

2016

2016

2015

2015

Fixed assets
Tangible assets

5

Investments

6

£77,929

£82,784

£1

£1

£77,930

£82,785

Current assets
Stocks
Debtors

£3,134
7

Cash at bank and in hand

£5,869

£225,459

£203,216

£642,370

£345,863

£870,963

£554,948

£(654,675)

£(475,030)

Creditors:
Amounts falling due within one year

8

Net current assets
Total assets less current liabilities

£216,288

£79,918

£ 294,218

£162,703

£(18,799)

-

£275,419

£162,703

£275,419

£162,703

Creditors:
Amounts falling due after one year

9

Total assets less current liabilities
Capital and reserves
Income and expenditure account

10

For the financial year ended 31 March 2016 the company was entitled to exemption from audit under
section 477 of the Companies Act 2006 relating to small companies.
Directors’ responsibilities:
• The members have not required the company to obtain an audit of its financial statements for the
year in question in accordance with section 476;
• The directors acknowledge their responsibilities for complying with the requirements of the Act with
respect to accounting records and the preparation of financial statements.
These financial statements have been prepared in accordance with the provisions applicable to
companies subject to the small companies’ regime and the Financial Reporting Standard for Smaller
Entities (effective January 2015).
Approved by the Board for issue on 26 July 2016
Mrs RA Tolometti, Director
S Harper, Director
Company Registration No. SC177815
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Notes to the financial statements
for the year ended 31 March 2016
1

Accounting policies

1.1

Accounting convention
The financial statements are prepared under the historical cost convention and in accordance
with the Financial Reporting Standard for Smaller Entities (effective January 2015).

1.2

Income
Income consists of affiliation fees, grant income and sales of goods and services, net of value
added tax, all of which are accounted for on an accruals basis.

1.3

Pension costs and other post-retirement benefits
The company operates a defined contribution pension scheme. Contributions payable to the
company’s pension scheme are charged to the income and expenditure account in the period
to which they relate.

1.4

Tangible fixed assets and depreciation
Tangible fixed assets are stated at cost less depreciation. Depreciation is provided at rates
calculated to write off the cost less estimated residual value of each asset over its expected
useful life, as follows:
Sports equipment
Fixtures and fittings
Computer equipment

1.5

15% reducing balance
20% reducing balance
33% reducing balance

Government grants
Government grants received towards expenditure on a fixed asset are included in deferred
income and recognised in the income and expenditure account to match the depreciation on
the relevant asset.

1.6

Investments
Fixed asset investments are stated at cost less provision for diminution in value.

1.7

Stock
Stock is valued at the lower of cost and net realisable value after making due allowance for
obsolete and slow moving items.
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2	Operating surplus
2016

2015

£18,675

£20,853

Operating surplus is stated after charging
Depreciation on tangible assets
Loss on disposal of fixed assets
Pension costs
Director’s Remuneration

3

324

-

£4,058

£2,011

£10,000

£10,000

Interest receivable and similar income

Bank interest

2016

2015

£119

£293

4	Taxation
Analysis of tax charge
The tax charge on the surplus on ordinary activities for the year was as follows:
2016

2015

£1,409

£59

£148

-

£1,557

£59

Current tax
UK corporation tax
Adjustment in respect of prior periods
Tax on surplus on ordinary activities

5	Tangible fixed assets
Sports equipment

Fixtures and fittings

Computer equipment

Total

Cost
At 1 April 2015

£79,407

£37,273

£50,078

£166,758

Additions

£ 7,765

-

£6,379

£14,144

Disposals

-

-

£(1,878)

£(1,878)

£87,172

£37,273

£54,579

£179,024

£46,464

£13,605

£23,905

£83,974

£4,961

£4,390

£9,324

£18,675

At 31 March 2016
Depreciation
At 1 April 2015
Charge for the year
On disposals

-

-

£(1,554)

£(1,554)

£51,425

£17,995

£31,675

£101,095

At 31 March 2016

£35,747

£19,278

£22,904

£77,929

At 31 March 2015

£32,943

£23,668

£26,173

£82,784

At 31 March 2016
Net book value
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Fixed asset investments
Shares in group Undertakings
Cost
At 1 April 2015 and 31 March 2016

£1

Net book value
At 31 March 2016

£1

At 31 March 2015

£1

The company’s investment at the balance sheet date in the share capital of
companies include the following:

Gymnastics Scotland Ltd Nature of business: Dormant
% Holding

30 June 2016

30 June 2015

£1

£1

Class of shares:
Ordinary

100%

Aggregate capital and reserves

7

Debtors
2016

2015

Trade debtors

£112,854

£95,397

Other debtors

£875

£1,159

£111,730

£106,660

£225,459

£203,216

Prepayments and accrued income

8

Creditors: amounts falling due within one year
Trade creditors
Taxes and social security
Accruals and deferred income
Sports Scotland

2016

2015

£175,705

£102,237

£15,389

£2,515

£325,836

£328,278

£137,745

£42,000

£654,675

£475,030
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9

Creditors: amounts falling due after one year
Other creditors

10

2016

2015

£18,799

-

Statement of movements on reserves
Income and Expenditure account
Balance at 1 April 2015

£162,703

Surplus for the year

£112,716

Balance at 31 March 2016

11

£275,419

Financial commitments
At 31 March 2016 the company was committed to making the following payments under noncancellable operating leases:
2016

2015

Operating leases which expire:
Between two and five years

12

£47,182

£47,182

£47,182

£47,182

Control
The directors are of the opinion that there is no ultimate controlling party.

13

Related party relationships and transactions
S Harper received fees of £10,000 (2015: £10,000) in respect of his position as Chair of the
Board of Directors, of which £1,667 was outstanding as at 31 March 2016 (2015: £nil). This
was funded through the Sport Scotland “Strong Partners” grant and not through general
membership funds.
No other payments are made to directors other than the reimbursement of expenses.
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Detailed income and expenditure account
for the year ended 31 March 2016
Year to 31 March 2016

Year to 31 March 2015

£929,326

£837,242

Income
Product sales
Sales income

£109,984

£112,902

Grant funding

£639,892

£844,252

Other income

£53,161

£74,069

£1,732,363

£1,868,465

Direct costs
Purchases

£138,756

£156,331

Tutor fees and contractors

£261,569

£285,868

Contributions to external parties

£10,680

£28,488

Marketing, advertising and PR

£23,449

£15,714

Courses, venues and miscellaneous

£300,149

£362,339
£(734,603)

£(848,740)

Overheads
Salaries

£674,165

£647,540

Premises costs

£38,944

£41,363

Traveling and entertainment

£27,334

£71,541

Printing and stationery

£16,073

£20,389

Telephone and IT costs

£17,147

£27,615

£25,237

£68,102

£14,215

£16,408

£771

£3,035

Professional fees
Equipment hire and rental
Maintenance
Bank charges

£3,700

£5,587

Depreciation

£18,675

£20,854

£324

-

Loss on disposal of assets
Bad debt write off

£15,135

£19,828

General expenses

£31,886

£60,879
£(883,606)

£(1,003,141)

£114,154

£16,584

£119

£293

£114,273

£16,877

Interest receivable and similar income
Bank interest received
Surplus for the period before taxation

Design
The Write People for Design Ltd
Photography
PSB Photography
DE Photos
Alan Edwards/F2 Images
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